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INTRODUCTION

The election of Donald Trump as President of the United States induced immediate speculation about how his tenure would affect various areas of the law. In civil-procedure circles, the intuition is that his status as a pro-business, antiregulation Republican seems likely to push procedural doctrine generally in pro-defendant directions. That intuition seems sound in the specific procedural subtopic of jurisdictional doctrine relating to forum selection.

Forum matters to litigants, sometimes a great deal. Forum affects the relative cost of litigation by forcing distant parties to spend more on the litigation than they might otherwise. Forum selection can be law selection, in both procedure and substance, because different courts will apply different laws to the dispute. The forum determines the range of judges who may preside over the case and the range of jurors who will resolve factual disputes in a jury trial. For these reasons, forum choice is a litigation advantage.

One can assume that legal actors with strong pro-plaintiff or pro-defendant predispositions will attempt to slant the law of forum selection to give the preferred side of a litigation more forum choice and restrict the forum choice of the other side. With regard to the Trump administration, Trump’s pro-
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business background and rhetoric,\textsuperscript{6} plus Republican control of both chambers of Congress, might induce predictions of a dramatic departure from the jurisdictional trends of the Obama administration.

But, curiously, forum doctrines—especially personal jurisdiction and diversity jurisdiction—were already trending in pro-defendant directions during the Obama administration for several years before Donald Trump was even a presidential candidate.\textsuperscript{7} The Trump era thus portends a continuation and validation of that trend, rather than a departure from it.

In this Essay, I document recent pre-Trump, pro-defendant trends in personal jurisdiction and diversity jurisdiction, and I detail how those trends impose significant burdens on plaintiffs. I then explain why the remainder of Trump’s presidency is likely to entrench those trends through judicial appointments, rulemaker stasis, and congressional efforts. The result is likely to be less an alteration of pre-Trump law than a reinforcement and expansion of it.

\section{I. PERSONAL JURISDICTION}

Personal jurisdiction—the power of a court over a litigant—has balanced plaintiff and defendant interests for decades. Though historically a doctrine steeped in policing interstate relations,\textsuperscript{8} the modern incarnation of personal jurisdiction is grounded in the due process rights of litigants.\textsuperscript{9} While state interests and territorial borders are still relevant to personal jurisdiction, state geography has become a means of assessing the critical inquiry—fairness to

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{7} See infra Parts I.B, II.B. There are some notable exceptions, to be sure. The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau was created during Obama’s presidency and, during that time, the agency proposed a rule banning companies from using arbitration clauses to disadvantage certain consumer plaintiffs seeking redress in court; however, in November 2017, President Trump signed a joint congressional resolution nullifying the rule. \textit{CFPB Issues Rule to Ban Companies from Using Arbitration Clauses to Deny Groups of People Their Day in Court}, \textit{CONSUMER FIN. PROTECTION BUREAU} (July 10, 2017), https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/newsroom/cfpb-issues-rule-ban-companies-using-arbitration-clauses-deny-groups-people-their-day-court/ [https://perma.cc/LG6T-9Z6P].
\item \textsuperscript{8} See Pennoyer v. Neff, 95 U.S. 714, 720 (1878) (“The authority of every tribunal is necessarily restricted by the territorial limits of the State in which it is established.”). \textit{See generally} Stephen E. Sachs, \textit{Pennoyer Was Right}, 95 TEX. L. REV. 1249 (2017) (documenting the history of personal jurisdiction and \textit{Pennoyer}).
\item \textsuperscript{9} See Int’l Shoe Co. v. Washington, 326 U.S. 310, 316–17 (1945) (focusing on whether a nonresident’s contacts with the forum state made it “reasonable” for the court to exercise personal jurisdiction in light of the “‘inconvenience’ which would result . . . from a trial away from [the nonresident’s] ‘home’”); \textit{see also} Ins. Corp. of Ir. v. Compagnie des Bauxites de Guinee, 456 U.S. 694, 702 (1982) (“The personal jurisdiction requirement recognizes and protects an individual liberty interest. It represents a restriction on judicial power not as a matter of sovereignty, but as a matter of individual liberty.”).
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
the defendant—as measured by the defendant’s “minimum contacts” with the forum state.10

A. Personal Jurisdiction Development

From 1945 to 2011, the U.S. Supreme Court developed standards in an attempt to balance the various interests at stake in personal jurisdiction and flesh out its contours. Not all movement was in a pro-plaintiff direction,11 but at least two trends appeared to be. First, the Court suggested that a state could exercise “general” jurisdiction over a defendant who had “continuous and systematic” contacts with the forum state even if the cause of action was unrelated to those contacts.12 This standard for general jurisdiction was “taught to generations of first-year law students” and was applied by lower courts for decades.13 This standard effectively allowed plaintiffs to sue a company in any state in which it did business; for many large corporations, that meant in any state in the Union.14 Though tempered by venue rules and other forum restrictions,15 general jurisdiction gave plaintiffs broad choice of forum when suing national corporations.

Second, the Court seemed open to relaxing “specific” jurisdiction’s required nexus between the defendant and the forum by allowing actors other than the defendant to help establish that nexus. For example, in Asahi Metal Industry Co. v. Superior Court,16 the Court agreed that third-party

10. See Int’l Shoe, 326 U.S. at 316–17 (setting out the “minimum contacts” formulation); see also Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. v. Superior Court, 137 S. Ct. 1773, 1781–82 (2017) (repeating that formulation).


12. See Helicopteros Nacionales de Colombia, S.A. v. Hall, 466 U.S. 408, 416–17 (1984) (reasoning that the defendant’s activities in the forum did not “constitute the kind of continuous and systematic general business contacts the Court found to support general jurisdiction in prior precedent”); cf. Int’l Shoe, 326 U.S. at 318 (acknowledging that personal jurisdiction can attach when “continuous corporate operations within a state [are] so substantial and of such a nature as to justify suit against it on causes of action arising from dealings entirely distinct from those activities”).


14. See Charles W. “Rocky” Rhodes & Cassandra Burke Robertson, Toward a New Equilibrium in Personal Jurisdiction, 48 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 207, 214 (2014) (stating as conventional wisdom “that national corporations with substantial operations in all fifty states (such as McDonalds or WalMart) would likely be subject to general personal jurisdiction in all fifty states”); William M. Richman, Understanding Personal Jurisdiction, 25 Ariz. St. L.J. 599, 614 n.88 (1993) (“General jurisdiction may also exist over out-of-state businesses if their forum connections are very substantial. For example, most states will have general jurisdiction over McDonalds.”).


intermediaries in the stream of commerce could help create the necessary link between the defendant and the state of injury.\textsuperscript{17} And in \textit{Calder v. Jones},\textsuperscript{18} the Court held that California could exercise specific jurisdiction over a libelous magazine article’s Florida-based author and editor because their Florida conduct had “effects” in California, which was the residence of the plaintiff and the locus of her reputation.\textsuperscript{19}

Both \textit{Asahi} and \textit{Calder} expanded the range of states having the potential to exercise specific jurisdiction over a particular defendant. Coupled with the likelihood that interstate businesses would be subject to general jurisdiction in multiple states under the “continuous and systematic” test, plaintiffs appeared to have a relatively wide range of forum choice in many lawsuits.

\textbf{B. A Restrictive Turn}

Beginning in 2011, the Court’s personal jurisdiction opinions dramatically scaled back plaintiffs’ forum choices. In a pair of general jurisdiction cases decided in 2011 and 2014, the Court, nearly unanimously, discarded the “continuous and systematic” test and instead confined general jurisdiction to the states in which the defendant is “at home”; paradigmatically, the defendant’s domicile (if an individual) or state of incorporation and principal place of business (if a corporation).\textsuperscript{20} Importantly, the new “at home” test is a comparative one, which limits the range of general jurisdiction to the one or two states in which the defendant is \textit{most} at home.\textsuperscript{21} As a result, for Walmart, only Delaware (its state of incorporation) and Arkansas (where it has its headquarters)—not California (where it does much of its business)—can exercise general jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{22} And, for foreign corporations, likely \textit{no} state would be able to exercise general jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{23}

As for specific jurisdiction, the Court, in a different pair of decisions decided in 2011 and 2014, tightened the required nexus between the defendant and the forum in ways that reduce the range of plausible litigation forums. In \textit{J. McIntyre Machinery, Ltd. v. Nicastro},\textsuperscript{24} Justice Kennedy,

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{17} Id. at 112 (plurality opinion); \textit{id.} at 117 (Brennan, J., concurring).
  \item \textsuperscript{18} 465 U.S. 783 (1984).
  \item \textsuperscript{19} \textit{id.} at 783–85.
  \item \textsuperscript{21} \textit{Daimler}, 134 S. Ct. at 762 n.20 (“[T]he general jurisdiction inquiry does not ‘focu[s] solely on the magnitude of the defendant’s in-state contacts.’ General jurisdiction instead calls for an appraisal of a corporation’s activities in their entirety, nationwide and worldwide. A corporation that operates in many places can scarcely be deemed at home in all of them.” (second alteration in original) (citation omitted)).
  \item \textsuperscript{22} \textit{See Scott Dodson, Personal Jurisdiction and Aggregation}, 113 NW. U. L. REV. (forthcoming 2018) (manuscript at 29–30).
  \item \textsuperscript{23} \textit{See Dodge & Dodson, supra} note 15, at 1220. The Court has left open the possibility that, in an exceptional case, a corporation might be essentially at home in a state that is not its place of incorporation or formal headquarters. \textit{See Daimler}, 134 S. Ct. at 761 & n.19.
  \item \textsuperscript{24} 564 U.S. 873 (2011).
\end{itemize}
writing for a plurality of four justices that included the late Justice Antonin Scalia, would have cast personal jurisdiction as a consent-to-sovereign-authority doctrine where consent could be inferred only by a defendant’s purposeful, specific, and direct connection with the forum state. Justices Breyer and Alito penned a concurrence that relied simply on precedent and found that more purposeful and direct connection with the forum state was required when the quantity of connections was small. Notably, both the plurality and the concurrence rejected the dissent’s vision of specific jurisdiction as grounded primarily in fairness and reasonableness.

In *Walden v. Fiore*, the Court limited the interpretive reach of *Calder* by casting that case as focused on the defendants’ contacts with California independent of the plaintiff’s status as a California resident. *Walden* refocuses the inquiry on whether “the defendant’s suit-related conduct . . . create[s] a substantial connection with the forum State.” In addition, “the plaintiff cannot be the only link between the defendant and the forum. Rather, it is the defendant’s conduct that must form the necessary connection with the forum State.” *Walden* thus requires a direct link between the defendant’s purposeful conduct and the forum state.

C. Effects

This restrictive turn in personal jurisdiction narrows the range of possible forums open to plaintiffs and increasingly funnels cases into the home states of defendants. The recent general jurisdiction cases do that intentionally, limiting general jurisdiction to the one or two states where the defendant is fairly considered to be “at home.” Specific jurisdiction offers opportunities to sue defendants outside their home states if the defendant’s conduct caused injury in the forum; however, the recent cases demand a particularly strong and direct nexus between the defendant’s conduct and the state of injury to do so. These cases also encourage corporations to use commercial intermediaries to further limit the likely applicability of specific jurisdiction in the state of injury. Consequently, some plaintiffs may choose to avoid a personal jurisdiction fight in the state of injury by electing to file in the defendant’s home state.

25. Id. at 880–84 (plurality opinion).
26. Id. at 888 (Breyer, J., concurring) (“None of our precedents finds that a single isolated sale, even if accompanied by the kind of sales effort indicated here, is sufficient.”).
27. Compare id. at 899–906 (Ginsburg, J., dissenting) (relying upon principles of fairness and reasonableness), with id. at 890 (Breyer, J., concurring) (expressing concern about the dissent’s formulation), and id. at 880, 882–83 (plurality opinion) (rejecting “[f]reeform notions of fundamental fairness” and “reasonable foreseeability” in favor of a focus on how “the defendant’s actions” manifest an intent to be subject to state power).
29. Id. at 1123.
30. Id. at 1121.
31. Id. at 1122.
32. Id.
33. See generally, e.g., id.
Restricting forum choice in this way promotes two important defendant interests. First, the funneling of cases into the home states of defendants gives them, as a general matter, the home-field advantages of close proximity, local favoritism, and insider knowledge, while out-of-state plaintiffs face the corresponding disadvantages. Few plaintiffs, for example, relish the idea of suing Walmart in Bentonville, Arkansas. Worse, if the defendant is a foreign entity, the plaintiff may be forced to sue abroad, where the relative advantages and disadvantages become significantly more pronounced.34

Second, the restriction on forum availability inhibits aggregation in multiparty or multiclaim cases. Aggregation is not an unabashed good in all instances, to be sure, but federal procedure generally favors aggregation for fairness and efficiency reasons.35 Yet, the personal jurisdiction cases discussed above make aggregation significantly more difficult. If a plaintiff wishes to sue two defendants that are not at home in a common state, the plaintiff may be forced to sue the defendants separately.36 And if multiple plaintiffs wish to sue those two defendants for similar injuries that arose in different states, then not even the state of injury would allow joinder of the claims in a common forum.37 The resulting disaggregation allows defendants to deploy an “empty chair” defense38 and force plaintiffs to bear the costs and expense of multiple lawsuits, costs which corporate defendants often bear more easily than plaintiffs.

Some might argue that personal jurisdiction’s recent trend toward restricting plaintiff forum selection is less a pro-defendant effort than an equilibration of historically excessive forum choice, but it is hard to see how that is the case when defendants can consent and extract consent to personal jurisdiction. If, for example, the state of injury is particularly favorable to a defendant for some reason, then the defendant can consent to personal jurisdiction there no matter how attenuated its conduct with the state. Further, if aggregation is to the defense advantage, then defendants can consent to personal jurisdiction in the forum to allow aggregation on their own terms. Finally, business entities with strong bargaining power have nearly unfettered power to select favorable states for litigation—even though those states are otherwise unavailable under personal jurisdiction law—through contractual forum-selection clauses, which the Obama-era Supreme Court unanimously endorsed.39

34. See Dodge & Dodson, supra note 15, at 1229 n.156.
36. See Dodson, supra note 22, at 42–43.
37. See id. at 43. Things are more complicated for class actions. See id. at 37.
38. See McDermott, Inc. v. AmClyde, 511 U.S. 202, 217 (1994) (“[A] defendant will often argue the ‘empty chair’ in the hope of convincing the jury that the [absent defendant] was exclusively responsible for the damage.”).
II. DIVERSITY JURISDICTION

Unlike personal jurisdiction, which determines the geographic range of forum options, diversity jurisdiction divides state and federal courts. Diversity jurisdiction allows federal courts to hear certain cases based on state law if the parties are citizens of different states. Historically, diversity jurisdiction has been justified on the ground that a federal forum is necessary to alleviate the perception of state bias against out-of-state litigants, though other reasons for diversity jurisdiction do exist.

A. Traditional Scope of Diversity Jurisdiction

The Constitution authorizes diversity jurisdiction over controversies “between Citizens of different States,” which, the Supreme Court has held, requires only “minimal diversity” between at least one plaintiff’s citizenship and at least one defendant’s.

Nevertheless, for much of diversity jurisdiction’s history, Congress and the Supreme Court have restrained its scope. The First Congress partially implemented the constitutional grant by passing a statute granting district courts jurisdiction over suits “between a citizen of the State where the suit is brought, and a citizen of another State.” The 1806 case Strawbridge v. Curtiss stands for the proposition that the diversity-jurisdiction statute authorizes diversity jurisdiction in multiparty cases only for cases involving complete diversity of citizenship. Congress has imposed an amount-in-controversy requirement on diversity jurisdiction and has raised the limit on that requirement with regularity. Throughout the 1900s, movements among prominent jurists to abolish or restrict diversity jurisdiction proliferated, and some restrictions—such as expanding the citizenship of corporations to include their state of principal place of business and limiting alienage jurisdiction for lawful permanent residents—were codified.

References:

42. U.S. Const. art. III, § 2.
44. Judiciary Act of 1789, ch. 20 § 11, 1 Stat. 73, 78.
45. 7 U.S. (3 Cranch) 267 (1806).
46. For more detail about Strawbridge’s complete diversity rule and its subsequent interpretation, see Scott Dodson & Philip A. Pucillo, Joint and Several Jurisdiction, 65 Duke L.J. 1323, 1330–31 (2016).
48. Larry Kramer, Diversity Jurisdiction, 1990 BYU L. Rev. 97, 98 (“Every administration since President Carter’s, the Judicial Conference, the American Law Institute, state courts, numerous public interest and legal aid organizations, and most legal scholars support the abolition or curtailment of diversity [jurisdiction].”).
B. Recent Expansions

In the last two decades, however, the scope of diversity jurisdiction has been more expansion friendly. In 1999 and 2002, Congress codified minimal diversity in the Y2K Act and the Multiparty, Multiform Trial Jurisdiction Act, respectively. In 2005, Congress more broadly expanded diversity jurisdiction by passing the Class Action Fairness Act, which codifies minimal diversity for most interstate class actions, eliminates barriers to removal of those class actions, and circumscribes the citizenships of unincorporated businesses who are parties to such class actions.

During this time, corporate and defense interest groups ramped up their efforts to lobby for greater access to federal courts through diversity jurisdiction. For example, the National Association of Manufacturers commissioned a study that supported the abrogation of the Strawbridge complete-diversity rule and a widespread return to minimal diversity.

Meanwhile, the Supreme Court unanimously decided Hertz Corp. v. Friend, which held that a corporation’s principal place of business is “the place where the corporation’s high level officers direct, control, and coordinate the corporation’s activities,” typically its headquarters. In giving the statute this construction, the Court “place[d] primary weight upon the need for judicial administration of a jurisdictional statute to remain as simple as possible.” This simplification gives corporations more power to control their citizenships for diversity jurisdiction purposes because it is far easier to manipulate a central headquarters than diffuse business operations. Indeed, a corporation could fairly easily isolate its citizenship in just one state.
by establishing its headquarters in its state of incorporation (or, more provocatively, overseas, thereby enabling the invocation of federal alienage jurisdiction for any lawsuit by U.S. citizens).

C. Effects

The defense community has long favored invoking diversity jurisdiction for strategic advantages. One advantage pertains to the law applied by the federal forum. Before 1938, federal court offered an entirely different substantive law, which largely favored corporate and defense interests.\textsuperscript{59} Since 1938, federal court has offered uniform procedures that, in recent years, have evolved to benefit defendants,\textsuperscript{60} especially with respect to rules of pleading,\textsuperscript{61} class actions,\textsuperscript{62} summary judgment,\textsuperscript{63} and discovery.\textsuperscript{64}

A second advantage is geographical. Unlike state courts, federal courts can transfer a case across state boundaries. For defendants, that opens the possibility of transferring a case in federal court across state lines to more favorable venues, such as a defendant’s home state.\textsuperscript{65} In 2013, a unanimous Supreme Court made such venue transfer even more favorable to corporate defendants when it afforded forum-selection clauses near-dispositive weight in the decision to transfer a case.\textsuperscript{66} Further, transfers based on such forum-selection clauses do not need to specify the applicable law.\textsuperscript{67}

For these reasons, expanding opportunities to invoke diversity jurisdiction disproportionately benefits defendants.


\textsuperscript{66} \textit{Atl. Marine Constr. Co. v. U.S. Dist. Court}, 134 S. Ct. 568, 574–75 (2013); see id. at 579 (“[A] proper application of § 1404(a) requires that a forum-selection clause be given controlling weight in all but the most exceptional cases.”).

\textsuperscript{67} Id. at 582–83.
III. THE FUTURE OF JURISDICTION

The president has limited direct influence over federal civil procedure. That is because civil procedure in the federal courts is developed by Congress (infrequently) through statutes, the Supreme Court through the rulemaking process,68 and the federal courts through the interpretive process. None of these entities reports to the president.

Nevertheless, the president exerts some indirect influence over federal civil procedure. The president certainly influences congressional agendas, and a Congress controlled by the president’s political party is more likely to press an agenda that the president supports.69 In addition, the president appoints federal judges, including justices of the Supreme Court, with the Senate’s confirmation.70 The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, in turn, appoints members of the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules. This committee is the primary body that considers and drafts amendments to the federal rules, the membership of which is dominated by lower federal judges that the president may have appointed to the bench.71 So, even without direct, formal influence over federal civil procedure, the president does wield some indirect and structural influences.

In the case of President Trump, several influences are palpable. First, he began his presidency with a Republican-controlled Congress primed to embrace business interests lobbied by pro-defendant groups like the Chamber of Commerce. Second, Trump appointed Neil Gorsuch, thus far a reliable conservative vote, to the Supreme Court, has nominated Brett Kavanaugh, another seemingly reliable conservative vote, to replace Justice Kennedy, and may have the opportunity to appoint others if additional vacancies arise. Third, Trump has already nominated and had twenty-three federal judges confirmed, and he will likely nominate many more.72

These indirect influences suggest that the recent defense-centric trends in personal jurisdiction and diversity jurisdiction chronicled above will continue or accelerate in the Trump administration. There is some evidence that that is already occurring.

70. U.S. CONST. art. II, § 2, cl. 2.
A. Personal Jurisdiction

The appointment of Neil Gorsuch to the Supreme Court to fill the seat left vacant by longtime conservative Justice Antonin Scalia seems unlikely to change the trajectory of the Court on matters of personal jurisdiction and diversity jurisdiction, as early indications suggest Gorsuch votes much like Scalia did.73 The better prediction is that the Court will continue or even expand the trends it has already started.

Two cases from 2017, both eight-to-one decisions whose majorities included Justice Gorsuch, tend to validate that prediction. In *BNSF Railway Co. v. Tyrrell*,74 the Supreme Court reaffirmed the *Daimler AG v. Bauman* test for general jurisdiction.75 And, in *Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. v. Superior Court*,76 the Court further narrowed specific jurisdiction by demanding a close nexus between the forum and the claim.77 *Bristol-Myers Squibb* is a particularly important case because it continues *Walden*’s erosion of more relaxed relationships between the forum, the claim, and the defendant78 and because it seems to validate the *Nicastro* plurality’s reinvigoration of state sovereignty.79 These two cases indicate that the restrictive turn of personal jurisdiction jurisprudence is likely to continue or accelerate in the Trump era.80

Two issues do present possible opportunities for countertrends in personal jurisdiction. The first is the possibility that Congress or the Supreme Court will expand, by statute or rule, the scope of personal jurisdiction in federal courts. Congress has, in the past, occasionally provided for nationwide personal jurisdiction in federal courts for certain kinds of claims,81 and it could expand those opportunities. Similarly, although Rule 4(k) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure confines federal courts’ personal jurisdiction in most other cases to their states’ borders, the Supreme Court could promulgate a rule amendment broadening the scope of Rule 4’s

---

75. Id. at 1554, 1558–59. Justice Sotomayor dissented on the same grounds she dissented in *Daimler*. See id. at 1560 (Sotomayor, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part).
77. Id. at 1786. For more discussion on this point, see Dodson, supra note 22, at 5–6.
79. Id. at 1780–81 (stating that personal jurisdiction “encompasses the more abstract matter of submitting to the coercive power of a State that may have little legitimate interest in the claims in question”).
80. Of course, if President Trump successfully appoints additional justices to the Supreme Court, he could have a profound impact on the ideological balance of the Court. That certainly may occur and influence different areas of the law, but with the Court already trending, near unanimously, along the President’s ideological lines in the areas of personal jurisdiction and diversity jurisdiction, it is hard to see any appointment changing the Court’s trend in this area. See supra Parts I.B., II.B.
81. Dodson & Dodge, supra note 15, at 1236 & n.198.
authorization. The likelihood of either happening in the Trump administration, however, is low. Congress appears to have no appetite for such expansion. The rulemakers have recently indicated a willingness to consider the expansion of Rule 4(k), but the likelihood of any formal amendment proposal is uncertain. And as more lower federal judges appointed by President Trump become candidates for membership on the rules committees, the possibility of personal jurisdiction reform diminishes further.

The second issue is the doctrine of implied consent to personal jurisdiction that some states attempt to extract through registration statutes. Whether a registration statute can confer personal jurisdiction despite the lack of otherwise minimum contacts is a question that is likely to ultimately be answered by the Supreme Court. Since Daimler AG v. Bauman, many state courts and lower federal courts have held that such statutes do not confer personal jurisdiction. Given its current composition, the Supreme Court would likely agree.

---

82. Commentators have been urging expansion of Rule 4(k) for decades. See, e.g., Howard M. Erichson, Note, Nationwide Personal Jurisdiction in All Federal Question Cases: A New Rule 4, 64 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 1117, 1130–33 (1989).


86. One potentially more promising area is the expansion of personal jurisdiction over foreign corporations. President Trump has voiced support for measures that improve American business advantages over foreign businesses and that allow U.S. federal courts to more easily assert jurisdiction over foreign defendants (especially if U.S. businesses are the plaintiffs), which means such changes might be palatable. For one approach to that expansion, see generally Dodge & Dodson, supra note 15 (arguing for nationwide personal jurisdiction over alien defendants).


89. I note the potential irony that the Supreme Court has strongly upheld forum consent when plaintiffs enter into a valid contract of adhesion specifying or limiting the propriety of a particular forum for a dispute. See Carnival Cruise Lines, Inc. v. Shute, 499 U.S. 585, 589 (1991). In addition, the Trump administration recently abrogated a rule proposed by the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau that would have invalidated certain arbitration agreements. See Sylvan Lane, Trump Repeals Consumer Arbitration Rule, Wins Banker Praise, HILL (Nov. 1, 2017), http://thehill.com/policy/finance/358297-trump-repeals-consumer-bureau-arbitration-rule-joined-by-heads-of-banking [https://perma.cc/CH3K-2YWU].
For diversity jurisdiction, the primary movement in the Trump era has been congressional. Although Trump’s presidency is still in its early stages, a number of bills have been introduced in Congress that would expand diversity jurisdiction to promote the litigation advantages of corporations over consumers and plaintiffs. For example, the Innocent Party Protection Act, which the House passed on March 9, 2017, by a 224-194 margin, would make it easier for defendants to remove cases to federal court based on diversity jurisdiction when the plaintiff joins a party that destroys complete diversity. And Representative Steve King (R-IA) introduced a bill on July 27, 2017, that would define statutory diversity jurisdiction as minimal diversity for all cases.

It is worth pointing out that the advantages of federal court for corporations and defendants have not abated. The Supreme Court shows little sign of retreating from its pro-business procedural rulings. Meanwhile, Congress has become increasingly active by moving a number of bills forward that give defendants more procedural advantages in federal civil litigation. For example, the Fairness in Class Action Litigation Act and Furthering Asbestos Claims Transparency Act, which passed the House on March 9, 2017, by a 220-201 vote, mandates increased reporting of payments to plaintiffs by trusts that pay out asbestos-exposure claims against bankrupt companies. The Lawsuit Abuse Reduction Act, which passed the House on March 10, 2017, by a 230-188 vote, requires the imposition of sanctions on plaintiffs and their attorneys for filing meritless lawsuits. The Senate Judiciary Committee held a hearing on a similar bill on November 8, 2017. Other bills affecting civil procedure in federal court that have passed the House include a medical-malpractice overhaul and a bill to reform the citizen-suit process. All this is to say that diversity jurisdiction trends are likely to continue to advantage defendants in the coming years.

93. See, e.g., TC Heartland LLC v. Kraft Foods Grp. Brands LLC, 137 S. Ct. 1514, 1517 (2017) (restricting patent plaintiffs’ venue options). Class actions may present a more mixed future, though that may be because the Court has already taken class actions to the brink of extinction. See Robert H. Klonoff, Class Actions Part II: A Respite from the Decline, 92 N.Y.U. L. REV. 971, 972 (2017) (opining that the decline of class actions is unlikely to reverse course but shows signs of stabilizing).
CONCLUSION

In some ways, the pro-defendant developments in personal jurisdiction and diversity jurisdiction since the election of Donald Trump are not surprising. What is perhaps more surprising is that they do not mark a dramatic break from the Obama years. The courts, Congress, and rulemakers had already begun a pro-defendant trend before Trump became president. Trump era developments, then, are better seen as continuations or expansions of those trends.

A final point is worth noting: the Trump era’s impact will likely persist after Trump leaves office. Legislation, once passed, is difficult to undo. Court decisions like *Tyrrell* add to the density of precedent. And President Trump’s federal judicial appointees serve under life tenure. Trump’s influence will be felt well after the end of his presidency.